ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF THE $U_5Ge_4$ COMPOUND
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The $U_5Ge_4$ compound crystallizes in the hexagonal $Ti_5Ga_4$ type structure having space group $P6_3/mcm$ [1]. The unit cell has a complex structure containing 18 atoms: the uranium atoms occupy two inequivalent sites, 4d and 6g, and germanium ones also two sites: 6g and 2b. Following the Hill diagram [2], the magnetic properties of the uranium compounds depend on the interuranium distances, which in the case of $U_5Ge_4$ are the following: $U(4d) - U(4d) \approx 2.93 \text{ Å}$, $U(4d) - U(6g) \approx 3.48 \text{ Å}$, and $U(6g) - U(6g) \approx 3.83 \text{ Å}$, below and above the Hill limit $\approx 3.4 \text{ Å}$. Magnetic measurements [1] indicate nearly temperature independent paramagnetic behaviour down to 2 K. Previously reported band structure $ab$ – $initio$ calculations [3] showed that the magnetic moments can be formed on uranium atoms, and their values are dependent on the local environments. In this paper we present results of calculations obtained based on fully relativistic FPLO code [4]. The values of magnetic moments on uranium atoms are equal to 0.08 and 0.05 $\mu_B$/atom for U(4d) and U(6g) atoms, respectively.
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